6307276 - BISON WIPES SCRUB POT 40 PIECES MULTI LANGUAGE

SCRUB WIPES
FIBRE-REINFORCED CLEANING WIPES FOR HEAVY CLEANING
APPLICATION
Directions for use:
Remove the lid of the can and remove the foil. Pull the first wipe
from the center of the roll through the orifice. Take the desired
quantity of wipes. Close the lid as soon as possible and prevent
dehydration. For the best final result clean up stains as soon as
possible. Have stains (partially) dried, put the cloth on the stain
and leave it so the liquid from the cloth can be soaked up to
soften the stain. Then loosen the stain with the scrub side and
cleanl up the dirt with the smooth side.
Advice: If a stain has (partly) dried, cover it with a wipe and
allow the moisture in the wipe to soften it. Then scrub with the
rough side to detach the stain and wipe off the residue with the
smooth side.
Points of attention: Some plastics may tarnish. Test in an invisible
spot prior to use. Always close the lid carefully and store at
room temperature.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Chemical base:

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Fibre-reinforced cleaning wipes for heavy cleaning. Ideal for
use during and after the job.

Impregnated cleaning tissues with
scrub fibres

STORAGE CONDITIONS
A minimum of 24 months.
Opened packaging has shelf life of 12 months.
Store in tightly closed container in a dry, cool and frost-free
place.

FIELD OF APPLICATION
Cleanse your hands, tools and work surfaces. Effortlessly
removes wet and partially dried paint stains, sealants, bitumen,
polyurethane, polyurethane foam, adhesives, polyester filler,
epoxy, oil, grease, petrol and ink.
PROPERTIES
· Scrub & clean: Use the rough scrub side to loosen the stain
and the smooth side to clean up the dirt
· Extra large: 1 wipe is sufficient for cleaning both hands
· Easy to use: Water, soap or white spirit unnecessary
· Clean: Simply throw the tissue with the dirt in the rubbish bin
· Skin-friendly: Lanolin nourishes the skin and prevents dryness
and cracking skin

Our advice is based on extensive research and practical experience. However, in view of the large variety of materials and the conditions under which our products
are applied, we assume no responsibility for the results obtained and/or any damage caused by the use of the product. Nevertheless, our Service Department is
always at your disposal for any advice needed.
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